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This is the Third Revised Edition of The Joint Forces Operations & Doctrine SMARTbook,
completely updated with 186 new pages from the latest versions (Aug '11) of JP 3-0 Joint
Operations and JP 5-0 Joint Operations Planning. At 336 pages, it's our most comprehensive
SMARTbook yet. It is designed for use by ALL SERVICES and JOINT FORCES across the tactical,
operational and strategic levels of war.

This is the fifth revised edition of The Army Operations & Doctrine SMARTbook, fully incorporating
the new material from Change 1 (ADP 3-0 & Doctrine 2015) SMARTupdate to AODS4, along with
the full scope of complete and comprehensive additional &ldquo;Doctrine 2015&rdquo; reference
citation, terminology and material changes throughout! Comprehensive Doctrine 2015 changes and
material include ADP/ADRP 3-0 Unified Land Operations, ADP/ADRP 2-0 Intelligence, ADP/ADRP
3-09 Fires, ADP/ADRP 4-0 Sustainment, ADP/ADRP 6-0 Mission Command and ADP/ADRP 3-37
Protection. Also includes new material from ADP 3-90, ADP 3-07 Stability, ADP 3-28 DSCA and
ADP 3-05 Special Operations, plus more!

The Marine Expedtionary Unit (MEU) SMARTbook is designed to be a reference for MEU and
PHIBRON Commanders, MEU and PHIBRON staffs and the commanders and staffs of the Major
Subordinate Elements (MSE) and Naval Support Elements (NSE) of the ARG-MEU team. Topics
include: MEU mission, organization, and capabilities; MEU staff functions; mission planning (R2P2 &
MCPP); mission essential tasks; standing mission briefs; MEU liaison and survey elements;
appendices and reference guides; abbreviations, acronyms and glossary.

The Naval Operations & Planning SMARTbook covers essential Navy keystone warfighting doctrine

http://bit.ly/HS26wv


and maritime operations at the JFMCC/CFMCC, Fleet and JTF levels! Providing an outline of Navy
operational-level fundamentals and concepts, command, control, and organization, it bridges
between the theory of operational art and the practical specific guidance that Navy commanders and
staffs require to accomplish their mission.

The role of the Air Force is to defend the US and protect its interests through airpower, guided by
the principles of joint operations and the tenets of airpower. Airpower is the ability to project military
power or influence through the control and exploitation of air, space, and cyberspace to achieve
strategic, operational, or tactical objectives. Airpower exploits the third dimension of the operational
environment, the electromagnetic spectrum, and time to leverage speed, range, flexibility, precision
tempo, and lethality to create effects from and within the air, space, and cyberspace domains.

A multi-service, single-source reference for stability, peace and counterinsurgency operations
designed for all levels of Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, Marines & Civilians! Includes material from FM
3-07 Stability Operations, JP & FM 3-07.3 Peace Operations, JP & FM 3-24 Counterinsurgency
Operations, JP 3-57 Civil-Military Operations, JP 3-29 Foreign Humanitarian Operations, FM 3-07.1
Security Force Assistance, JP 3-16 Multinational Operations, JP 3-08 Interagency, IGO and NGO
Coordination, and many more!

SMARTbooks can be used as quick reference guides during actual tactical combat operations, as
study guides at military education and professional development courses, and as lesson plans and
checklists in support of training. Serving a generation of warfighters, military reference SMARTbooks
have become "mission-essential" around the world.

We're excited to be seeing the Army's new ADP/ADRP publications! As the Doctrine 2015
reengineering and restructuring process continues over the next 18 to 24 months, our plan is to offer
comprehensive Doctrine 2015 ADP/ADRP SMARTupdates (and pen-and-ink reference citation and
terminology change updates) for download through our website as Adobe PDF files! Read more...

Apple, iPad, iPhone and iOS are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. Nook and Nook Color are
registered trademarks of Barnes & Noble. Android is a registered trademark of Google inc. Windows
Phone 7 is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Sony and Sony Reader is a registered
trademark of Sony Corporation.

Sergeant, MA ARNG, about The Leader's SMARTbook - "I bought a copy of The Leader's
SMARTBook while attending PLDC at Fort Dix, NJ. Boy did you hit the nail on the head with this
one! Everything I needed or that was referenced as far as NCO leadership is concerned I was able
to find in your book! I really think you folks need to contact the Sergeant's Major Academy at Fort
Sam Houston and get them to use your SMARTBook for all their NCOES courses. Keep up the
great work. You are providing a great service to our soldiers...

This is the third revised edition of The LeaderÂ¿s SMARTbook. The major change from the second
edition is the incorporation of the ArmyÂ¿s most recent leadership and training doctrine to include
FM 6-22 Army Leadership (supercedes FM 22-100), FM 7-0 Training for Full Spectrum Operations
(Dec '08), and FM 7-1 Battle Focused Training (supercedes FM 25-101).

The sustainment warfighting function is related tasks and systems that provide support and services
to ensure freedom of action, extend operational reach, and prolong endurance. The sustainment
warfighting function consists of three major elements: logistics, personnel services, and health
service support.

Unified land operations acknowledges that strategic success requires fully integrating U.S. military
operations with the efforts of interagency and multinational partners. The sustainment of unified land
operations requires a continuous link between the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. It also
requires close coordination and collaboration with other Services, allies, host nation, and other
governmental organizations.



Decisive action is the continuous, simultaneous combinations of offensive, defensive, and stability or
defense support of civil authorities tasks. Commanders seek to seize, retain, and exploit the initiative
while synchronizing their actions. Sustainment, through mission command, enables decisive action.
Sustainment provides the operational commander with operational reach, freedom of action and
endurance.

The Small Unit Tactics SMARTbook translates and bridges operational-level doctrine into tactical
application &#x2014; in the form of tactics, techniques and procedures &#x2014; and provides the
&#x201c;how to&#x201d; at the small-unit level as a ready reference at the battalion, company,
platoon, squad and fire team levels.

This is the fourth revised edition of The Battle Staff SMARTbook, incorporating the full scope of new
material from Change 1 (ADRP 5-0/6-0/1-02 SMARTupdate), along with complete and
comprehensive &#x201c;Army Doctrine 2015&#x201d; reference citation, terminology and material
changes from ATTP 5-0.1, ADRP 2-0 and 3-09!

The Battle Staff SMARTbook covers the operations process (ADRP 5-0); commander&#x2019;s
activities (Understand, Visualize, Describe, Direct, Lead, Assess); the military decisionmaking
process and troop leading procedures (MDMP & TLP); integrating processes and continuing
activities (intel, IPB, fires and targeting) ; plans and orders (ATTP 5-0.1:
WARNOs/FRAGOs/OPORDs); mission command, command posts, liaison (ADRP 6-0); rehearsals
& after action reviews; and operational terms and military symbols (ADRP 1-02)!

The Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) SMARTbook is designed to be a reference for MEU and
PHIBRON Commanders, MEU and PHIBRON staffs and the commanders and staffs of the Major
Subordinate Elements (MSE) and Naval Support Elements (NSE) of the ARG-MEU team. Rapid
planning requires extensive training in the techniques and procedures associated with R2P2. It
requires standardized, detailed, parallel, and concurrent command and staff actions using Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) that are understood by all members of the unit. The Marine
Expedtionary Unit (MEU) SMARTbook helps to generate tempo and staff synergy in
time-compressed situations through the use of &#x201c;playbooks&#x201d; for rapid planning and
templates for efficient briefings.
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